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10.30-10.50
"Discover Lugano Region"
Massimo Boni, Director  Lugano Region
Mattia Bertoli, Product Manager
Lugano Region

11.00-11.20
"JetClass: Democratizing private jets
with a game-changing approach"
Wagas Ali, CEO and Founder JetClass

11.30-11.50
"Microfinance investments and a
unique business model to support
developing countries and generate
returns"
Vincenzo Trani, Founder and President 
Mikro Kapital 
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14.30-14.50
"A blue biotech company recycling
waste from spiny lobsters into
wealth"
Christophe Maier, CEO Lagosta 

15.00-15.20
"Beyond luxury, for sustainable
living: the future is now"
Gabriele Boga, Managing Director 
Living Italian Luxury

15.30-15.50
"Climate-positive concrete now"
Thomas Demmel, CEO B-ton

16.00-16.20
"A unique economy with a human
dimension"
Justin Highman, Deputy CEO
Monaco Economic Board



WORK
STATIONS

On the second edition of the Monaco
et Suisse Investment Forum there are
several exhibiting companies. These
enterprises work at an international
level and in different fields to give

attendees the broadest pool of
opportunities. 

 
In the next slides you will find a brief

introduction of each work station.
 



Living Italian Luxury (LIL) is an authentic Italian
luxury furniture and lifestyle brand of the Boga
family, whose tradition in the design industry
dates back to 1940. LIL combines a unique
blend of artisanal hand craftsmanship of
passionate artists with a forward-looking focus
on environmental and ethical sustainability: LIL
creates luxurious and breath-taking interiors,
ensuring zero emissions with a reduced
environmental impact, whilst supporting good
causes through its work with NGOs.

Founded in 2008, Mikro Kapital is focused on
impact finance and microfinance. The company
operates primarily through Luxembourg based

securitization funds which assume risks
connected to a portfolio of companies and

micro finance institutions, providing various
financing services to MSMEs in emerging

countries of EMEA and APAC regions. Mikro
Kapital is part of the European Microfinance

Network, signatory of OPIM and have
partnerships with EBRD and GIIN.
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JetClass is revolutionizing the global private
aviation industry by solving its biggest
challenges and tapping into the growing
demand for private jets. JetClass connects
private and commercial aviation, making
private jets available to a wider range of
customers at a more affordable price. A
private jet experience that is as convenient
and accessible as commercial aviation.

Morley Yachts is an international yacht
brokerage providing a personal service to

clients seeking to build, buy, sell or charter a
yacht. Based in Monaco, our brokers travel the

world and go the extra mile to bring
unparalleled advice, industry insights and the

best yachting experience to their clients.
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WAM is a unique social gaming app where
real people compete in tournaments to earn
$WAM cryptocurrency, status & NFTs. Using
the cutting-edge technology of AI along with
the first version of WAM Marketplace, WAM
empowers the community by giving them the
tools to take control of their gaming
experience.

The real estate market in St. Moritz is one of
the most luxurious and listed in the world,
with a very high percentage of secondary

residences. St. Moritz Sotheby’s International
Realty continues the brand’s expansion

throughout Switzerland and its commitment
to provide exclusive real estate services in

major countries around the world.
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Intermedia Real Estate is a historic and highly
respected agency in Monte Carlo. Founded in
1960, the agency quickly built a solid reputation
for honesty, loyalty and integrity and has
become one of the leading real estate agencies
in the Principality. Intermedia's mission is to
pass on the same core values that they have
been taught as a family throughout their lives
and to communicate them in all the interactions
with friends, family and clients.

Aura is an independent and privately owned
investment and management firm specializing

in private equity and large scale projects.
Investing with Aura means joining a leading

institution with exclusive and selected projects
to tap investment opportunities that

outperform the market, directly managed by
the experienced team and its partners. Aura is

focused on creating/enhancing brands
through there creation, merger, acquisition

and development with the ability to expand
internationally.
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Founded in 1970 and consolidated as a fully
regulated financial institution since 1999,
Tayrona Capital selects real estate projects that
fulfill the following three initiatives: the
implementation of sustainability, increment of
employment and promotion and creation of
tourism destinations. Tayrona Capital’s
expansion across the world started in the
2000s offering to clients a new diversification in
terms of property investment by combining
Private Real Estate with Luxury Hospitality
projects.

Damac Properties has been at the forefront of
the Middle East's luxury real estate market

since 2002, delivering award winning
residential, commercial and leisure properties

across the region, including the UAE, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Jordan, Lebanon and Oman as

well as the United Kingdom. The superior
design and details of Damac developments

are a result of working with the finest
craftsmen and partnering with some of the

most prestigious fashion and lifestyle brands.
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Spinelli Holding consists of 7 companies
managed for generations by the Spinelli family.
For more than 80 years it has been providing
services and products for companies and
individuals in a variety of sectors, from data
security and IT management, to integrated
building systems aimed at energy saving, from
the creation of bio-evolved environments to risk
management and insurance broker proposals.
The common denominator between the
companies is innovation, in fact "innovation
lifestyle" is the philosophy of Spinelli Holding.

Maison Elite Group is a General Contractor that
deals with turnkey design and fittings, with

specific skills related to residential construction,
boutiques and showrooms, restaurants and

hotels. The company operates internationally
and is based in Ticino and in Cannes. 
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B-ton is on a mission to decarbonise and
regenerate the construction industry. The

construction industry is responsible for 40% of
CO2 emissions and one-third of waste globally.

B-ton produces climate-positive concrete
NOW! Not only is our concrete carbon-
negative, but it also uses cheap locally

available aggregates, upcycles industrial waste
and recycles materials, uses less water, and

removes the need for steel in vertical
construction. B-ton strives beyond 'net-zero’

and ’sustainable’ and is helping build a
regenerative future.

Founded in Meda in 1974 by the brothers
Fioravante and Carlo Berto, today BertO is
under the guidance of Filippo Berto. BertO
Salotti is an Italian sofas manufacturer of high-
quality home furnishings specialized in custom-
made upholstered furniture for living areas and
bedrooms. It is an innovative and dynamic
company dedicated to bespoke services and
products. Moreover, BertO Salotti is one of the
Italian companies chosen by Google as a model
for digitizing SMEs and promoting Made in Italy.
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Swiss Property Solutions and Happy. Rentals
provide professional vacation rental services,
property management and real estate services.
Our company operates in 10 European
countries Our strength is to offer a complete
real estate management of holiday homes we
give maximum visibility to each property on
over 3000 international websites, photographs
and professional descriptions, cleaning,
maintenance and periodic checks and an
insurance against damage to guests that
protects the owners. 

Domusdea is a Swiss real estate agency based
in Locarno, active from 20 years in Ticino and

abroad. A dozen full-time employees and
freelancers are constantly available to its

customers. An extensive pool of projects and a
wide range of clients allow Domusdea to
promote any kind of real estate property

through a targeted and accurate mediation
work, in order to achieve the best result for

sellers and buyers. 
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Raffaello Cairoli

Trudy Berger

Paolo Caspani

Cairoli Monaco
Luxury Services

Brand Therapy

Repeople

TEAM



Emanuele Gianola
Capifid Valutazioni

Immobiliari

Sheila De Lucia
L-EVENTO

Alfonso Bialetti
International

Chartered Accountant
and Consultant

Antonio Luise
Mizar Capital


